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El. Venizelos cruise ship under quarantine due to coronavirus (50)
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A man wearing a protective mask to protect against the spread of coronavirus stands on a deck of a passenger ship docked at a pier in the port of Piraeus, near Athens, Saturday, April 4, 2020. Greek authorities say there are more than 100 confirmed cases of people onboard testing positive for the new coronavirus. The ship, a ferry chartered to house workers from various countries who were to work on a shipbuilding project in Spain, has been anchored outside Greece's main port of Piraeus for several days. Those who have tested positive will be quarantined for 14 days on board the ship. (AP Photo/Yorgos Karahalis)
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A security guard walks past a passenger ship docked at a pier in the port of Piraeus, near Athens, Saturday, April 4, 2020. Greek authorities say there are more than 100 confirmed cases of people onboard testing positive for the new coronavirus. The ship, a ferry chartered to house workers from various countries who were to work on a shipbuilding project in Spain, has been anchored outside Greece's main port of Piraeus for several days. Those who have tested positive will be quarantined for 14 days on board the ship.  (AP Photo/Yorgos Karahalis)
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A view through a fence of a passenger ship which remains docked at a pier in the port of Piraeus, near Athens, Saturday, April 4, 2020. Greek authorities say there are more than 100 confirmed cases of people onboard testing positive for the new coronavirus. The ship, a ferry chartered to house workers from various countries who were to work on a shipbuilding project in Spain, has been anchored outside Greece's main port of Piraeus for several days. Those who have tested positive will be quarantined for 14 days on board the ship.  (AP Photo/Yorgos Karahalis)
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The Italian flag is projected on the facade of the Greek parliament behind a statue of Greek statesman Eleftherios Venizelos, in Athens, Saturday, April 4, 2020. The Greek Parliament is illuminated in the national colors of Italy, as an expression of solidarity towards the neighboring country, one of the worst affected countries by the new coronavirus pandemic. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Yorgos Karahalis)
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The Italian flag is projected on the facade of the Greek parliament behind a statue of Greek statesman Eleftherios Venizelos, in Athens, Saturday, April 4, 2020. The Greek Parliament is illuminated in the national colors of Italy, as an expression of solidarity towards the neighboring country, one of the worst affected countries by the new coronavirus pandemic. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Yorgos Karahalis)
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The Italian flag is projected on the facade of the Greek parliament behind a statue of Greek statesman Eleftherios Venizelos, in Athens, Saturday, April 4, 2020. The Greek Parliament is illuminated in the national colors of Italy, as an expression of solidarity towards the neighboring country, one of the worst affected countries by the new coronavirus pandemic. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Yorgos Karahalis)
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Officials wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Health officials prepare to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Health officials prepare to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, ATHENS - APRIL 3: Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the coronavirus (COVID-19), from the Greek cruise ship "El Venizelos" to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus, Athens, Greece on April 3, 2020. A Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about some passengers tested positive for Covid-19. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" is docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" is docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" is docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" is docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" is docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" is docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man wearing a protective face mask walks on Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man wearing a protective face mask stands on the deck of Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man walks on Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man wearing a protective face mask stands on the deck of Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man wearing a protective face mask stands on the deck of Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man wearing a protective face mask walks on Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek coast guards stand next to Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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Greek minister of Health Nikos Chardalias (C) briefs media in front of the charterred Greek ferry  "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Greek minister of Health Nikos Chardalias (C) briefs media in front of the charterred Greek ferry  "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Officials and port police make arrangements in front of the chartered Greek ferry  "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Piraeus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A woman looks from a window of Greek ferry "Eleftherios Venizelos" docked at Pireaus port under quarantine on April 3, 2020, after authorities found some of its 383 passengers infected with covid-19. - The ferry is carrying a 34-person crew and another 349 seamen of various nationalities, among them two Greek citizens. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19, from the Greek ferry El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, on April 3, 2020, in the port of Piraeus near Athens. - The Greek cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19, from the Greek ferry El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, on April 3, 2020, in the port of Piraeus near Athens. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Health Ministry officials and medical staff prepare alongside the crew the evacuation operation to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19 from the Greek cruise ship El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus near Athens, on April 3, 2020. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Health Ministry officials and medical staff prepare alongside the crew the evacuation operation to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19 from the Greek cruise ship El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus near Athens, on April 3, 2020. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Health Ministry officials and medical staff prepare alongside the crew the evacuation operation to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19 from the Greek cruise ship El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus near Athens, on April 3, 2020. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Buses wait to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19, from the Greek ferry El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, on April 3, 2020, in the port of Piraeus near Athens. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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An official prepares the evacuation operation to transfer passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19 from the Greek cruise ship El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus near Athens, on April 3, 2020. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Passengers and crew wait aboard the Greek cruise ship El Venizelos, in the port of Piraeus near Athens, on April 3, 2020, during the transfer of passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19 to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens with 383 people on board after about 20 passengers tested positive for COVID-19, police said on March 31. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Officials prepare the transfer of passengers who are not infected by the COVID-19 from the Greek cruise ship El Venizelos to hotels in Athens to pursue the quarantine, in the port of Piraeus near Athens, on April 3, 2020. - The Eleftherios Venizelos cruise ship was placed in quarantine near Athens after passengers were infected by the COVID-19. From the 383 people on board, 119 have tested positive including mainly foreign nationals. (Photo by Louisa GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066121
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200403 -- PIRAEUS, April 3, 2020 -- Members of the Greek Civil Protection and the Coast Guard are seen by the ferry Eleftherios Venizelos , in Piraeus, Greece, April 3, 2020. Greece reported on Thursday three more deaths linked to the novel coronavirus in the past 24 hours, bringing the total death toll to 53 since the first confirmed case in the country was announced on Feb. 26.  GREECE-PIRAEUS-FERRY-INFECTION-COVID-19 MariosxLolos PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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200403 -- PIRAEUS, April 3, 2020 -- The ferry Eleftherios Venizelos is seen anchored at the port of Piraeus, Greece, April 3, 2020. Greece reported on Thursday three more deaths linked to the novel coronavirus in the past 24 hours, bringing the total death toll to 53 since the first confirmed case in the country was announced on Feb. 26.  GREECE-PIRAEUS-FERRY-INFECTION-COVID-19 MariosxLolos PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066137
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066130
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066131
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066116
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066108
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066102
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066101
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At least 40 people on board the ANEK Lines ferry Eleftherios Venizelos were on borard in quarantine off Piraeus on 2 April after testing positive for Covid-19. Greek health ministry officials reported on2 April that in all some 383 seafarers and shiprepair workers were on board the vessel as health authorities continued testing. 40 Personen an Bord des Fahrschiffs Eleftherios Venizelos sind im Hafen von Piraus in Quarantane, nachdem sie positiv auf Covid-19 getestet wurden. Das Schiff liegt vertaut im Hafen von Piraus und die Einhaltung der Quarantanemassnahme wird von der griechischen Hafenpolizei kontrolliert. Fahrschiff in Quarantane in Piraus PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5066100
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